In recent years Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) systems have been widely used in foreign language education. Some systems use automatic speech recognition (ASR) technologies to detect pronunciation errors and estimate the proficiency level of individual students. When speech recording is done in a CALL classroom, however, utterances of a student are always recorded with those of the others in the same class. The latter utterances are just background noise, and the performance of automatic pronunciation assessment is degraded especially when a student is surrounded with very active students. To solve this problem, we apply a noise reduction technique, Stereo-based Piecewise Linear Compensation for Environments (SPLICE), and the compensated feature sequences are input to a Goodness Of Pronunciation (GOP) assessment system. Results show that SPLICE-based noise reduction works very well as a means to improve the assessment performance in a noisy classroom.
INTRODUCTION
Compared to traditional language education methodologies, CALL systems have many potential benefits [1] . CALL systems are faster and cheaper, which allow learners to get feedback immediately and study by themselves without requiring the sole attention of a teacher. In CALL systems, a good pronunciation evaluation method is needed to inform learners about their proficiency and to correct their pronunciations. However the evaluation methods in current CALL systems are still not as good as human teachers. Previous research has shown that computer evaluation systems are less robust than human teachers when facing poor quality audio files, while human evaluation remains consistent [2] . Many factors may affect the quality of a audio file, including using low quality microphones, setting up recording software incorrectly, and background noise generated from air conditioners, other learners, etc. Recently, more and more educational facilities have begun to utilize CALL systems during classes. When ASR-based technologies are used, utterances from other learners will be recorded at the same time, which will negatively impact the performance of automatic evaluation approaches, especially when surrounding students are very active.
In order to improve the robustness of automatic pronunciation evaluation in CALL systems, we investigate the effect of using a noise reduction technique in automatic pronunciation proficiency estimation. Here, we test SPLICE [3] , which is a noise reduction algorithm in the presence of additive noise, channel distortion, or a combination of the two. SPLICE is efficient especially when the distortion characteristics are known beforehand and is used in ASR systems to reduce the degradation caused by mismatches between training data and testing environments. In a noisy classroom, the main noise sources are speech from surrounding students and some microphone noise caused by touching a microphone to adjust its position and direction. Therefore it seems reasonable to use SPLICE to solve the problem.
In this paper we use a GOP-based pronunciation scoring system [4] as baseline system and evaluate the effect of SPLICE on it. GOP is an acoustic likelihood-based method for automatic pronunciation assessment based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). GOP is especially efficient in evaluating the proficiency of pronunciations [5] . As well as for read speech, GOP was also used to evaluate the utterances recorded in shadowing practices [6] . We conduct two sets of experiments to evaluate the method. The first set utilizes the English Read by Japanese (ERJ) [7] database which contains recordings of English read by Japanese students and human pronunciation scores for each recording. The second set consists of real data from foreign language learners which was recorded via a shadowing exercise. Also in this database, the proficiency score is provided to each utterance by human teachers. For each database, we calculated the correlation between the human scores and the GOP scores of the recorded utterances to compare the results. Both of the experiments show the effect of SPLICE on improving the correlation between human scores and machine scores. The result of the ERJ experiment shows a relative correlation increase of 13.4% on average. The experiment based on real data shows a relative average correlation increase of 6.75%.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief review of the basic SPLICE algorithm. In section 3, the basic GOP algorithm is introduced. The design and results of the experiments are described in Section 4. Section 5 provides analysis, discussion and future work and concludes the paper.
AN OVERVIEW OF SPLICE
SPLICE is a noise reduction method used in ASR to remove consistent degradation of speech cepstra. SPLICE is not constrained to any specific kind of noise in the sense that it does not model a specific kind of noise, but models the transformation probabilistically from noisy speech to its clean version. It does not include any assumptions about how the noise is produced and thus can be used to model any combination of additive noise or convolutional channel. Generally speaking, the transformation of clean speech to noisy speech is nonlinear in the cepstrum domain. Therefore, in order to train SPLICE, first separate the space of noisy features into several subspaces according to a GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model), and then calculate the weight and Gaussian distribution parameters of each subspace. The transformation is trained from stereo data of simultaneous recordings of clean and noisy speech, between which, the cepstral degradation is embedded in the statistical relationship. Previous research has shown that SPLICE has a positive effect in improving the recognition rate for ASR and even has a small running cost.
Since the nonlinear transformation model between the clean and noise speech is learned from the training data, however, SPLICE is not effective when the characteristics of the distortion are not known in advance. The inadequately estimated transformations can degrade ASR accuracy.
Cepstral Enhancement
Through weighted summation of piecewise linear transformations, SPLICE approximates the transformation from y to x. Here y is a distorted feature vector and its corresponding clean feature is x. We obtain an estimatex for x using the method from [8] 
where y = 1 y T T and A k is the linear transformation matrix for subspace k and y is an augmented feature vector given by 1 y T T . A k is trained in advance by using stereo data and P (k|y) is calculated by using a GMM of distorted features. k is the index of the GMM component.
SPLICE Training
In the training step for SPLICE, we first learn the probability of distorted features y using GMM as follows,
where N (y; µ k , Σ k ) is the normal distribution of distorted features y. π k , µ k , Σ k are the weight, the mean and the variance of the k-th component. By obtaining P (y) we can determine posterior probability of P (k|y) as follows,
The linear transformation matrix A k is estimated based on the weighted minimum mean square error criterion.
This estimation needs stereo data, namely, noisy features y i and their corresponding clean features x i . Because the transformation matrix A k and the GMM representing noisy features y are trained in advance, the enhancement procedure for SPLICE requires a low computational running cost while achieving high performance. Since A k is trained using stereo data for available types of noise in the training dataset only, however, the performance of SPLICE will be degraded when input data are given in an unknown noisy environment.
EVALUATION USING GOP
GOP is an HMM-based method used to estimate pronunciation proficiency. Previous studies have shown good results using GOP to assess both reading and shadowing speech [6] . GOP provides a score for each phoneme in an utterance. In computing this score, GOP calls for the transcript of the speech to calculate the likelihood. GOP is defined as the posterior probability, P (p|O (p) ), that the speaker uttered phone p given the corresponding acoustic segment O (p) [4] ,
where, Q is the full set of phonemes, and D p is the duration of the acoustic segment O (p) . It is assumed that the probability of all phonemes is the same, then P (p) = P (q). The sum in the denominator can be approximated as its maximum, and we can obtain Eq.(8). The numerator in Eq. (8) can be computed via a forced alignment where the sequence of phoneme models is fixed using a given transcript. The denominator can be obtained via continuous phoneme recognition with no constraint.
EXPERIMENTS

Experiment using the ERJ database
The ERJ database contains the clean speech of 190 Japanese learners (college students) and 20 native speakers reading English texts. The English text is divided into 8 sets, each of which contains 60 sentences from TIMIT. Each of the 190 Japanese learners read one set, and each of the 20 native speakers read 4 sets. Note that 2 of the 20 native speakers read all 8 sets. Five of the 60 utterances for each learner have human evaluation scores on 5 point scale, which were given based on how accurately the intended phonemes are acoustically realized. A score was given to each of the five utterances. The human scores were obtained from 5 English native experts in language education, who are also familiar with English spoken by Japanese. The correlation between any two of the 5 English experts' evaluation on average is 0.60. We trained acoustic models of HMMs (monophones) for GOP using all of the native speech in the ERJ. The acoustic analysis conditions for the GOP scores are shown in Table  1 . The testing data used in our experiment include all of the Japanese learners' speech with human scores, for a total of 190 × 5 = 950 speech samples and the content of each utterance is different.
Since all the speech samples in ERJ are clean ones, we had to simulate learners' utterances in a noisy condition that are supposed to be observed in a noisy classroom. For this aim, we asked 12 students to read English texts randomly in a classroom and recorded their utterances, which will be used as noise in the experiments. The length of the noise was about 6 minutes. In the recording, the microphone was surrounded by 12 students and the distance from the microphone to each of the students was varied from 2 to 4 meters. Noise caused by adjusting microphone is included in the recording. After recording, the noise file was divided into two 3 minutes long parts. In training SPLICE, the clean speech for SPLICE was the same as the training data used for training native HMMs. To make the stereo-data for SPLICE, a piece of the first noise part was chosen randomly and added to clean data at Signal- and SNR20. We used both the simulated noisy speech and the clean speech to perform GMM training using 1024 mixtures. The testing data were also simulated noisy utterances, where noise segments extracted randomly from the second part of the noise file were added to clean speech samples for testing. The correlation of the GOP scores and the teachers' scores, both of which were obtained from testing samples, is compared between the two cases of with and without SPLICE. The experiment was conducted at utterance-level. The results are shown in Table 2 .
We can see from Table 2 that the correlations for all noisy speech increased. From SNR20 to SNR5, the lower the SNR is, the larger the correlation improvement is. At SNR10 the increase of correlation is 0.071 and the relative improvement is 17.3%. At SNR5 the increase of correlation is 0.058 and the relative improvement is 21.9%. Since SPLICE may cause a mismatch when it is used for clean data, the correlation for clean data after SPLICE decreases. Similar phenomena are often seen in the case of ASR.
Experiment using more realistic data
The following three shadowing practice datasets, which are more realistic data than the one used in the previous section, were also used in this research. Note that the ERJ database uses read-aloud utterances, instead of shadowing utterances of this part. Dataset 1 was obtained from a previous paper [6] and was recorded in a quiet classroom. Dataset 2 uses the recordings taken during a college English class in a real environment of a CALL classroom, and Dataset 3 was recorded newly for this paper. The speech materials, which were presented to learners for shadowing practices, were the same among the three datasets. The English proficiency of the learners in three datasets are equally distributed from beginning level to advanced level.
In Dataset 1, 10 utterances of 11 Japanese were recorded in quiet classrooms, but stationary noise that was produced by an air conditioner was added to the utterances. This is a difference in the recording condition from the ERJ database.
Dataset 2 consists of 10 utterances of 12 Japanese college students, which were recorded during English classes in Fig. 1 . Utterance-level correlations between GOP score and human score using dataset1, 2,and 3 a CALL room while many other students do shadowing practice at the same time.
Further, we collected a noisier dataset (Dataset 3) of shadowing practice. Dataset 3 contains 9 utterances shadowed by 12 speakers. The 12 speakers in Dataset 3 include two native English speakers, two native Chinese learners, and 8 native Japanese learners. The recording done by letting one person shadow and the others speak English loudly and randomly to make some noise, so the recording environment is much noisier than Dataset 2 and Dataset 1.
The manual assessment of the three datasets was conducted by the same expert (the third author of this paper) in language education. The assessment was done in word unit [6] . If a word in the presented utterance was correctly shadowed, its score is 1. If it is partially correctly shadowed, the score is 0.5. Using this method, every word in the presented utterance comes to have its own score. Furthermore, if unexpected words caused by insertion errors are found in the shadowed utterance, each of the inserted words gives a penalty of -1. The score of a presented utterance is computed by summing up all the scores including the penalty scores. The final score for that utterance is calculated by normalizing the obtained score by the number of the words in the presented utterance.
In this experiment, we used the open source TIMIT+WSJ acoustic models available from the Internet to perform the GOP assessment under the condition of acoustic analysis, shown in Table 3 . The SPLICE model used in this experiment is the same as in the experiment using the ERJ database.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 1 . We can see from the results that the use of SPLICE improved the correlation between human and machine scores. Dataset 1 was recorded in a quiet classroom, but the relative improvement in correlation is still observed by 0.09%. This means that SPLICE also removes stationary noise such as that generated by an air conditioner. The more noise included in the recordings, the more effective SPLICE comes. In Dataset 2, the relative improvement in correlation is 4.3%. Dataset 3 showed the largest relative improvement, which is 15.3%.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This paper investigated the effectiveness of SPLICE to GOP evaluation performance in a noisy classroom environment. Experimental results show that SPLICE is a highly effective means to improve the GOP performance in a CALL classroom. This paper used both real data and simulated data to perform the evaluations and the improvement is clear for both of them. The noisier the data, the more improvement SPLICE achieves for the GOP evaluation performance.
In the future we plan to evaluate other noise reduction methods such as VTS in the task of proficiency assessment and to test SPLICE and VTS in other tasks such pronunciation error detection in a CALL system.
